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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for inviting me to be here today. I’m honored to be considered as one of the speakers of this webinar. Let’s talk about my experience on the Ignatian Way in Spain, and the connection between being a pilgrim and what we call human well-being o wellness. I’m the founder of this Camino, at least in the XXI century, because I must say that our first pilgrim and founder was Saint Ignatius of Loyola himself, when he did his own pilgrimage in 1522. I usually guide groups of pilgrims, and I’m used to walk with them along the Way, giving them not just cultural-touristic information but introducing them to the spiritual experience of the Ignatian Exercises.  



Tourism as a way to achieve something different

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The statistics from the UN show the evolution of the tourism around the globe. I believe that the huge increase in tourism in the world from the past century is one result of our continual desire for new experiences and what we perceive as a different form of life and a break from everyday routines: looking for something new, exciting and out of the ordinary which stimulates our curiosity in different ways. We, humans, we are eager to find that place in which time seems to be flexible, where life has another rhythm, and the clock just melts itself like in this Salvador Dali’s picture. Image source: UNWTO https://www.aprendedeturismo.org/estadisticas-de-la-organizacion-mundial-del-turismo/   



Tourism as experience that we seek eagerly: something is missing!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our feeling when we look into our lives is that something is missing in it.That’s why we look for experiences. The term “experiences” is a clear example of a concept that has become something important in tourism in our modern society. Travel and visiting other places has always been basically a matter of creating an experience. 



The need to go out from our ordinary lives as a health regulator

People who daily find themselves in a hectic overstimulated situation seek tourist 
journeys which offer relaxation and rest, whilst the under-stimulated seek a contrast 
to their monotony through activity and excitement.
Haukeland, J.C., 1993, Den norske feiredömmen, Rapport 164, Trasportokonomisk Institut, Oslo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jan Vidar Haukeland (1993), sociologist,  says that people who daily find themselves in a hectic overstimulated situation seek tourist journeys which offer relaxation and rest, whilst the under-stimulated seek a contrast to their monotony through activity and excitement. In this way the tourist journey becomes a form of regulator which compensates for the limitations of everyday life.Haukeland, J.C., 1993, Den norske feiredömmen, Rapport 164, Trasportokonomisk Institut, Oslo, cited in Pilgrimage or Sacred Tourism?, Blom-Nilsson-Santos’ article in Revista Turismo & Desenvolvimento, nº 9, 2007.



Tourism as a search of physical emotional and mental well-being

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, our need to travel is a function of the fact that we continually yearn for something that we don’t have access to here and now. We seek new places, which are both geographically and mentally different from us, with the aim of attaining physical, emotional and mental well-being. As we live in an increasingly non-spiritual and machine - technified world, the demand during our leisure and holiday journeys for a mental and emotional purification is going up. But even if the religious factors are diminishing in importance, we see the importance of experiencing together a surrounding that creates harmony and satisfaction within us. 



Pilgrimage at the basis of all kind of tourism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our continual search for “somewhere other” we are all in one sense involved in a never-ending journey even if this journey may take many different forms of expression. Increasingly we search for adventure and variation in different cultures far from our home. In my next book, not yet released, I take the example of the movie Eat, Pray and Love that I’m sure you watched in 2010, in which the main character runs away from home and starts a secular pilgrimage in different countries. If we maintain a fairly open definition, we might say that the secular pilgrim in some sense is related to our backpackers or perhaps we can even say that the pilgrim way of life is the basis of all the expressions that have given rise to tourism today. 



Tourism as sacred journey – sacred experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people feel a great need to have an opportunity in their leisure time for a form of recreation which focuses on body, heart & mental purification and the yearning for experiences that are on the opposite side to everyday life. This reasoning is supported by Graburn (1989) who sees tourism as some kind of holy journey where the tourist “runs away” from everyday life. Thus we can see tourism as a kind of “sacred journey” where the sacredness is not strictly religious in character but rather the expression of an escape from our everyday environment to an extraordinary space, a personal sacred place full of enhancing experiences. Graburn, N.H.H., 1989, Tourism: The Sacred Journey, in Smith, V., (ed.) Hosts and Guests: The Anthropology of Tourism, 2nd ed, pp. 17-32.



Secular tourism to places of deep human experience or memorials
or simply group mysterious attraction

Auschwitz

Egypt

Thailand

Graceland, 
USA
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Many places in the world offer this secular-sacred tourism, like the European Concentration Camps, Senegalese Goree Island, the Full Moon of Koh Pha Ngan (Thailand), visit Egypt or Mexico, seeking the encounter with ancient cultures. Another example of what might be named as modern form of secular pilgrim’s destination is Graceland, Elvis Presley’s home (died August 1977).  The common denominator in this type of secular sacred tourist destination is that the individual is assumed to have a total experience satisfying all their senses and feelings, as well as their philosophy of life. 



Ignatian Way: follow the wind!

Our Lady of Sorrows of Chandavila, Badajoz 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, after this very short introduction to pilgrimages, let’s go to the Ignatian Way. Someone can think that perhaps this is not the right moment to start a new Way or a new Road for pilgrims.It is true that nowadays the phenomenon of pilgrim tourism is characterized by an increasing secularization of the society but we have to say that at the same time a growing number of people is searching for spiritual experiences.  In the XXth century the number of religious pilgrims going to traditional places of worship all around the globe has been increasing steadily, and new places were opened to the worship of the faithful. Studies show that close to 2,500 new apparitions of Our Lady were seen only in the last century, although only 7 were recognized by the Catholic Church, like the apparition of Our Lady of Sorrows of Chandavila in 1945 in La Codosera, Badajoz, Extremadura, Spain.As I said, people is very open to the spiritual experience and eager to find new ways to discover new religions and more than that, eager to discover one meaning in themselves for their lives. Following this blow of wind, the Society of Jesús, so the Jesuits, decided in 2010 to start a new pilgrimage for our XXI century. Liutikas, Darius, «In search of miracles: pilgrimage to the miraculous places»: Tourism Review 70/3 (2015), 199.



Ignatian Way: what kind of “tourist attraction” are we talking about?

Nolan and Nolan (1992) three partly overlapping categories:
– Places where the shrine is a goal for religiously motivated distant journeys for 
visitors;

– Religious attraction in the sense that the place has a religious significance and an 
historical and/or artistic importance;

– Festivals with religious connotations.

Nolan, M., Nolan, S., 1992, Religious sites as tourism attractions in Europe, Annals of Tourism Research, Vol. 19 (1), pp. 68-78.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what kind of tourist attraction is the Ignatian Way?Nolan and Nolan (1992) divide the tourist attractions related to religion into three partly overlapping categories:– Places where the Shrine is a goal for religiously motivated distant journeys for visitors;– Religious attraction in the sense that the place has a religious significance and an historical and/or artistic importance;– Festivals with religious connotations.Using these categories, we can say that, from a global point of view, the Ignatian Way fits in the second one, because it has a proper religious attraction based on the life of Saint Ignatius, as well as its historical and cultural importance, mostly related to the Shrines, history and the Baroque and Romanesque art.Nolan, M., Nolan, S., 1992, Religious sites as tourism attractions in Europe, Annals of Tourism Research, Vol. 19 (1), pp. 68-78.



Ignatian Way: Jubilar Year, 2022

Nolan and Nolan (1992) three partly overlapping categories:
– Places where the sanctuary is a goal for religiously motivated distant journeys for visitors;

– Religious attraction in the sense that the place has a religious significance and an historical and/or artist 
importance;

– Festivals with religious connotations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further on, Camino Ignaciano, to some extent, fits as well into Nolan and Nolan’s (1992) category of festivals with religious backgrounds since certain years are designated as holy years and in connection with these holy years a number of activities take place in Loyola and mostly in Manresa, which attract an even greater stream of pilgrims and tourists.On the picture, the bishop is not behind bars but opening the Holy Door to celebrate the Ignatian Way Jubilar Year 2015. One Pilgrim just crossing the door to attain the jubilee after his pilgrimage. And the Shrine of Saint Ignatius in Manresa full of people, including pilgrims, tourists and faithful from the city. 



The call to walk as a pilgrim on the Ignatian Way: outer and inner Way

What direction was God steering me toward? I felt the 
changes in my life were creating chaos in my soul.  I needed 
to break from my everyday routine. Having been inspired in 
the Jesuit Spirituality and having prayed the Spiritual Exercises, 
given the opportunity to walk the Way of Ignatius, I seized it. 
Following the Way, walking his path, stopping at churches, 
castles, or sitting on a stone at the top of a mountain, I began 
to feel the chaotic energy in me find a positive focus.  As 
Ronald Rolheiser in the Holy Longing suggested—to find the 
glue that holds me together.  I have the desire to serve God 
but how was I to pull the energy together and have a healthy 
spirituality? (Donna)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I have already said, the primary reasons for undertaking a pilgrimage are to find peace and harmony after the often stressful everyday existence than many people lead. Like pilgrimages in the past, today’s sacred journeys are an expression of people’s desire to achieve a satisfaction that goes beyond material values, where the inner pilgrimage is primary, but an inner pilgrimage which finds expression in the form of an outer one. The pilgrimage may thus be said to be part of the search by the individual for a better future. Let’s see one testimony



The call to walk as a pilgrim on the Ignatian Way: the holistic experience

But what is the real purpose of this journey?  How was I 
going to leave with some clarity about my life?  I learned 
from our director that the journey through Spain 
included the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual.  
All parts would need to come together to find the space 
for discernment.  Spiritually I was ready, and I believe 
emotionally.  However, the physical endurance walking 
some days 7-8 hours up mountain paths was strenuous.  
Until all four elements were in sync, I was just going to 
have to enjoy the journey.  But my focus was discernment! 
So, I learned to let go, enjoying the beautiful countryside 
of Spain and to listen for God. After that, my 
conversations with Jesus were not so contentious, 
becoming peaceful.  I quit trying endlessly and let life 
happen along the Ignatian Way. (Annie)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilgrims seek a holistic experience where many different influential factors interact to make them feel content and give them satisfaction. Their journey is across their life putting together the whole person: mind, body and heart. The experience of Ignatius teaches them to discern their inner motions, and so, take the better decisions. 



The call to walk as a pilgrim on the Ignatian Way
The pilgrimage embraces not only the walking
and companionship but visiting and passing
through the same places that Ignatius passed;
we allowed these sacred places to speak to us.
The grace of the pilgrimage is to be open to
being touched when less expected. To be able
to recognize God when I seek him, but when he
sees that I needed the most. (Alex)

Magdalena Hostel, place 
where Ignatius used to stay 
and sleep at night in 1523, 
Azpeitia

Two directions: towards 
the left, Saint James; on 
the right, Ignatian Way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pilgrim-tourist journey begins with the need to travel somewhere. This need is grounded in the fact that there is something that attracts and thus encourages us to transport ourselves to a specific place. In our case this attraction is rooted in the story of Saint Ignatius of Loiola, or perhaps I should say the story of one young man like us that changed his life radically in 1522. For the Ignatian Pilgrim, this is the first call: to know that man and his extraordinary life. Secondly is the call to visit the heritage shown in many historical sites. And then, we find all the motivations that are the same in all the modern pilgrimages. The Ignatian Pilgrims truly seek a certain given feeling and the identity that the visit of the heritage creates for them, linked to the presence of Ignatius, like visiting the Holy house or Mother house of Iñigo, or staying at the Ignatius Posada (former palace of the Duque of Najera) in Navarrete in which he lived for three years. 



Ignatian Way: the motivation

Both

Religious
Cultural

Saint James Way

14%

42%
7%

32%

5%
Cultural

Religous

Another

Spiritual

Sportive

Ignatian Way

Ignatian pilgrims gathered 
to celebrate their faith in 
Montserrat, following the 
Night Vigil that Ignatius did 
in 1522.
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We know that in the church statistics from the Saint James Way the strictly religious motivation does not very often reach 50%; in other surveys spirituality more than religion is indicated as the most valued element (Tourist Observatory of Santiago; Álvarez, 1999; Blanco and Garrido, 1994). At the same time, other motives, such as sports or ecological inspiration, are not uncommon, up to a point where the religious motivation becomes nowadays secondary on the Saint James Way. As you can see, on the Saint James survey they take only three options: strictly religious, strictly cultural or both.On the Ignatian Way, as a brand new pilgrimage and not really promoted outside of the Ignatian circles, we can see that the motivations are grounded on the spiritual and religious side, going up to a 74% when we add both of them. This is the main motivation now, but probably it would go a bit down when the number of pilgrims will increase and their profile will change including many non-Ignatian pilgrims. (http://www.archicompostela.org) 



Ignatian Way: the growing wellness experienced and learned lessons 
along the pilgrimage

Companionship Solidarity
Humility Did not learn anything
Pathway of life Interior knowledge
Set other priorities Socialize
To appreciate small things Reflection
Faith Patience
Limitations Willpower
Sacrifice Value the effort

Both

Religious
Cultural

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If spiritual and religion motivation is the biggest option on the Ignatian Way, what do the pilgrims find as a fruit on the Ignatian Way?Here you can see the conclusions of one survey about the values that pilgrims find on the Ignatian Way.So if the religious and spiritual are both the motivations for the pilgrims, here you can see that pilgrims reach their goal, looking at the results.



Ignatian Way: the wellness experienced along the pilgrimage

While one can’t help but draw on the memories of the
physical aspects of the Camino, each day with its particular
demands and difficulties, joys, surprises and achievements,
the deeper and more lasting experiences are those of
spiritual significance; a deepening awareness of God in all
aspects and encounters of each day; a growing awareness of
what it means to be a “pilgrim”; to be attentive to those
‘God moments”, recognizing the presence and action of God
in all situations. I came to understand that being a pilgrim
requires trust in God as one encounters new and
unexpected experiences, new places, meets new people. In
sharing the experiences of each day, we who began as
strangers became companions who supported and
encouraged each other. (Mary)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets have a look to this testimony of a pilgrim, Mary. The wellness experienced along the Way is because the inner and outer way come together and, as a result, the pilgrim opens his/her being to God and to the others.



Azpeitia

Arantzazu

Navarrete

Calahorra

Tudela

Zaragoza Lleida

Verdú

Manresa

Barcelona

The spiritual path for the pilgrim on the Ignatian Way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to reach that unity of both Ways, inner and outer, we follow the experience of Saint Ignatius of Loyola all along the Way. This two books are at the very foundation of the Ignatian Way and they both lead the pilgrimage along the 700 km of long walk. Of course, these books are translated in many languages, so the pilgrim can read them before his/her arrival to Spain, and in a certain way be ready for the experience with this kind of preparation.



Wellness following the spiritual path of the Ignatian Way
For me, to follow Saint Ignatius steps walking the roads and feeling the spirit, was
living a bunch of feelings as he himself had: the gratefulness of confirming the
presence of God’s love in my life, the regret for the sins and failures I’ve had, the relief
of being pardoned by God, the energy (and fear too) of accepting God’s invitation to
follow him, the tenderness of His hug in my life, the enlightenment of the changes I
need to make to be a better knight in His kingdom of Love… From the exit of Loyola, to
his confession in Montserrat and his new pilgrim life at Manresa, Saint Ignatius is an
example to follow, and I can understand him when I look back at my life, so similar in
a very different world, 500 years after he lived. (Jean)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if we think that spirituality is today actually more important than religious reasons for a pilgrimage, the Ignatian Way has a bigger potential because it is truly rooted in that spiritual experience, coming from Saint Ignatius, the Pilgrim. Let’s read the testimony of JeanThe pilgrimage along the Ignatian Way may play a significant role in the wellbeing and mental – emotional recuperation of the individual even though, of course, the religious background of Ignatius, his deep catholic faith, is modeling the pilgrimage in one special way that perhaps can be a hindrance for some pilgrims. Nonetheless, as it has been already tested over the centuries, the Ignatian Spirituality is somehow open enough to be experienced by many different kinds of cultures and spiritualties in every continent; so, we think that anyone can walk this Way without distinction. 



The great joy for me about this Camino was that it was 
patterned on the Spiritual Exercises written by Ignatius. 
So as we walked through the mountains we considered 
God the Creator whilst through the farmland and desert 
we pondered the happy ministry of Jesus followed by his 
barrenness of his death. By the time we arrived in vibrant 
Barcelona at the end of our journey we were very much 
living in the joy of the Resurrection. All of it was an 
opportunity to compare my life with the life of Jesus and 
to ask myself, ‘Given what the Lord has done for me, 
what can I do for him? What generous response can I 
make to his generosity?’ (David)

Wellness following the spiritual path of the Ignatian Way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another experience of this link between the spiritual experience of the pilgrim and the guidance from Ignatius own experience is this one coming from David. 



Pilgrims, heritage… and helping the economic growth of the local places

Now Before

Church of the 
Shrine of Saint 
Ignatius, the 
Cave of 
Manresa

Presenter
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In order to help to grow the spiritual experience of the pilgrims, six different shrines along the Way open their doors to the Ignatian pilgrims.In some of them, lately they have being doing some renovations hoping that the number of pilgrims will increase and so the future of the heritage will be preserved.But, of course, the purpose of the Jesuits here in the Shrine of Saint Ignatius – Manresa is not just economic but spiritual: the whole display of the New and Old Testament scenes, made by the Rupnkic workshop from Rome, should bring to a major spiritual experience for all the visitors, mostly the pilgrim that have walked for a long month following Ignatius and reaches this place of God’s Presence offered on the contemplation of the beautiful mosaics.To increase the number of pilgrims is vital for the new project of the Ignatian Way.And the same model is the one that the Shrine of Saint Ignatius in Manresa has adopted very recently. Thinking about renovation, as you can see, the Jesuits had changed their church, becoming a tourist attraction with those brand new mosaics. The city of Manresa hopes that the marvelous intervention of the Rupnkic workshop from Rome, will bring a lot of pilgrims and religious tourist to their city. But, of course, the purpose of the Jesuits is not just economic but spiritual: the whole display of the New and Old Testament scenes can bring to a major spiritual experience for all the visitors, mostly the pilgrim that have walked for a long month following Ignatius and reaches this place of God’s Presence offered on the contemplation of the mosaics.



How to improve the number of pilgrims?

451 – 1971 // 1,868 – 1982 // 4,918 – 1990 // 99,436 – 1993 

1993
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So… last point, a practical one! … How to improve the number of pilgrims?We have to look at the successful example of the Saint James Way. There have been many events that have stimulated the fast growth of tourist visits to Santiago de Compostela, including the various visits by John Paul II. But the most important factor was the action of the Galician tourist policy getting ready for the Holy Year of 1993. The regional administration, started a process for the revival and protection of the traditional routes, with the construction of free hostels and a powerful publicity campaign. We, the Pilgrim’s Office of the Ignatian Way, we tried very hard for the past years to bring together all the public administrations, and I must say that we have succeeded at least partially, with a recent signed agreement that could bring some kind of future coordination of actions to promote and develop the Ignatian Way. This is basic: we need to put together all the actors and work in the same direction. So… if pilgrims are so important for the development of the pilgrimage itself, then… how to improve the number of pilgrims?We have to look at the successful example of the Saint James Way. There have been many events that have stimulated the fast growth of tourist visits to Santiago de Compostela, including the various visits by Pope John Paul II which served to place Santiago on the destination map of potential tourists, whether religiously inspired or not. Another very important event in the newfound interest in pilgrimages to Santiago was the Holy Year of 1993. Galician tourist policy, which from the beginning of the 1980`s has been in the hands of the regional administration, based its main development strategy on the impetus of the Santiago Holy Pilgrimage, with a clear awareness of the singularity of the product and of its enormous potential. In this sense, a process began for the revival and protection of the traditional routes, with the construction of free hostels and a powerful publicity campaign. The result was that from 451 pilgrims in 1971 and 1,868 in 1982, in the Holy year of 1993 the figure reached 99,436 (in 1990 there were only 4,918 pilgrims). These numbers only refer to pilgrims who come to Compostela and who, as such, arrive mainly on foot.From the Pilgrim’s Office of the Ignatian Way, we tried very hard for the past years to bring together all the public administrations, and I must say that we have succeeded at least partially, with a recent signed agreement that could bring some kind of future coordination of actions to promote and develop the Ignatian Way. This is basic: we need to put together all the actors and work in the same direction. 



Big Ignatian Family More than 14,000 Jesuits

Universities:
150,000+ Staff&Faculty
1 Milion+ Students
30 Milion+ Alumni

Secundary School:
55,600+ Staff&Faculty
862,000+ Students

No formal education:
1,5 Milion people involved

Other Ignatian Religious 
Congregations: Sacred 
Heart, Lestonac, 
Daughters of Mary…
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But in our case, this is not just the only way to increase the number of pilgrims: we would like to count with the Big Ignatian Family. In the Ignatian Way, after 8 years from the opening, we can count more than 2,500 pilgrims registered at the Tourist Office in Manresa. It is not that many, but we think that we are starting something that can be really big! Why so? Expectancies? Well, as you can see, in our case we can count with the big Ignatian Family spread all around the globe. If we think only a simply 1% of them coming every year, this will be already a problem to many places along the Ignatian Way. The Ignatian Way is an offer open to anyone, with any kind of spiritual feeling or philosophical mindset, but we can say that its truly singular background gives to this Way a high potential of future development. As you can see, the Big Ignatian Family has quite big numbers. If we think only a simply 1% of them coming every year, this will be already a problem to many places along the Ignatian Way. 



Books and Web:

https://caminoignaciano.org/
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And so we try to promote the Ignatrian Way as much as we can. As our public is wide spread in the world, from the beginning we have tried to publish as much as possible in different languages. As you can see here we have English, French, Italian and German, but as well in Polish and Korean. This is our way to spread the word and show that the Ignatian Way is not only a possibility but a reality!



Wellness through pilgrimage
The good vibrations of Sacred Tourism 

and the Ignatian Way (Camino Ignaciano) in Spain
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https://caminoignaciano.org/
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Thank you very much for your attention and I hope you had enjoyed this presentation  
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